Karolina

We all get along as we work and we play as
one

G
D
C
And if we all shoot for the moon
And if we don’t come down too soon
We’ll be up flying high with the stars in the
sky
Glistening bright light the lights in the night
You and I will be more than alright
AAt Roade school
C
It’s wonderful

G
D
C
And if we all shoot for the moon
And if we don’t come down too soon
We’ll be up flying high with the stars in the
sky
Glistening bright light the lights in the night
You and I will be more than alright
AAt Roade school
C
It’s wonderful

G
D
C
We’re amazing
We’re staggering
We’re learning
Just about everything
AC
And we know that the staff are gonna make it
electric
They’re making the things that we learn sound
fantastic
We’re working with friends and getting really
excited-now

Working together, making it better
Polish the stars to make them bright
Working together, making it better
Polish the stars to make them right
Working together, making it better
Polish the stars to make them gleam
Working together, making it better
You’ll see what we mean

Roade-shoot for the moon

G
D
C
And if we all shoot for the moon
And if we don’t come down too soon
We’ll be up flying high with the stars in the
sky
Glistening bright light the lights in the night
You and I will be more than alright
AAt Roade school
C
It’s wonderful
G
D
C
It’s uplifting
It’s extraordinary
It’s special
Not ordinary
AC
So we’re aiming up high and we reach for the
sky now
My friends are all here and they all show me
how to

Chorus x2
G
D
C
And if we all shoot for the moon
And if we don’t come down too soon
We’ll be up flying high with the stars in the
sky
Glistening bright light the lights in the night
You and I will be more than alright
AAt Roade school
C
It’s wonderful

